AppleWorks GS delivers six of the most powerful and popular Apple II GS software applications—word processor, spreadsheet, database, page layout, graphics, and communications—in one easy-to-use program. Its Macintosh-like interface means all six applications have the same look and feel, so you spend your time being productive instead of learning new programs. The applications work so well together that sharing data is as easy as a click of the mouse, so you'll get your work done faster.

**AppleWorks GS does what you do.** Use the word processor to zip off a quick note or crank out a 50-page term paper. The database puts information at your fingertips—whether you're keeping track of baseball statistics, inventory, or addresses. Print mailing labels directly, or combine the word processor's mail merge function with your database to send personalized form letters easily.

"Number crunching"—for tracking budgets, calculating taxes, analyzing personal finances, or figuring complex scientific or math problems—is fast and easy with the AppleWorks GS spreadsheet. And the graphics application can spice up anything from homework to greeting cards to sales reports with bold, colorful illustrations.

**Put it all together** with real desktop publishing in the AppleWorks GS page layout application. Combine analysis from a spreadsheet with color charts and clip art from the graphics application for powerful presentations. Or write stories in the word processor, drop in a table of numbers from the spreadsheet, get pictures from a database, illustrate with the graphics program, and use page layout to combine it all for a school or community newsletter.

Six applications working together let you get the job done faster. Open up to 14 windows at once, and exchange information among applications with just a click of the mouse. But integration means more than just sharing data with AppleWorks GS. Create a graph automatically from your spreadsheet data and immediately enhance it with the AppleWorks GS graphic tools. Or produce a database report directly in the word processor, so you can spruce up a membership roster or product listing with custom text sizes, styles, and colors.

**Its capabilities grow with you.** Since AppleWorks GS is so easy to learn and use, you'll be up and running in no time. And you haven't outgrown your prior work, since AppleWorks GS reads your AppleWorks, text, and popular Apple II GS graphics files directly. You'll never outgrow AppleWorks GS as your needs get more sophisticated because its applications combine the power found in all the best II GS software in their class.